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".",IOT. Complete structural analysis of anthr inone "cry!.tal has heen carried 
out. It ... been proved frottl X-ray, goniometrk an ppti\:lJl studies that anthrAquinone 
does not .l<»l&' to the orthorhombic clRSS of crystals aq \ concluded by the earlier workers 
but It rell1~ ~long~ to the monoclinic class, the correct ~ ce gronp belDg q.Pl /a with two 
molecules ~e .. unit (·ell. On the naqis of the revised ~ e group, it has also been possible 
to account I9r _ number of observed l\iqcrepand('b whie could not be explained ob the 
bas:s of the ~tAorbombic hypothebib t 
QilantitaUve X-rRY inve.,tigation hilI> led to a compiet. dptermination of the stracture of 
authraqu inone hy mcan~ of three hvo-dilllensiunal l'o~er syntheses Predse orientation 
of the 1110Jeculelil in the ('r\ 'Ita I and the co-ordillateq of tbe atoms are ghen. The rpsults 
obtained ~how ttt.t anthraquinone molecule i& planar -and centro symmetrical The two 
ouler bt'n1ene ringi'are ulmost regular hexagons, the distance beh'een the carbon atomll 
~jng 1.38-1.40! (± 01 A). The inner benzene ring sbovs distortion somewhat similar to 
that In the benzoquinone molecule, the "o;lngle" bond C-C distance being 1.50 X, which is 
exactly the same as fOlUld in benzoquinone. The carbon.oxygen distance in anthraquinone 
works out a~ T 15 X, whlo:h is Ilt'!') atm'lst the same as uetermined in benzoquinone, 
The dominant feature fOl1Dd in the ~tructure of anthraquinone crystal is the grouping 
of nlOlecules in a zig.rag way in space with the molecttlar planes in the alternative layers 
being inclined to Olle another at all angle of S4·. The minimum intermolecular approach 
distances are of the order of ,.5 A, ~imflar to the distances found in other aromatic 
hydrocarbons. 
INTRODUl'TJO~ 
The structure analysis of antblaquinone is highly interesting, particularly 
from the point of view of chemists 011 account of the importance of this 
compound in organic chemi!'>try. It is interestmg whetht:r the valency 
bOllds in the central benzLlle ring of anthraquinone are similar to those in 
benzoQu111one or are they distorted in a different fashion under influence 
.Of the two ollter rings. It" as also to be se(.n whether the two outer rings 
of anthraquinone are distortt.d under influence of the substitution of oxygen 
atoms to the (.entral nng or do the outer rings remain regular hexagons just 
as in the case of anthracene. 
Pl!eviotlS attemptS to dl:!t<::rmine tbe structure of anthraquinone crystal 
were lUQ();e by Caspari (1932), Hertel and Romer {193 IL Banerjee and Guba 
(:st" .... 3~·), but with 1\'0 <:oudusive "results. All these workers 'had aSMUned 
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the authraquinotte crystal to be orthorhombic after Groth'. !x9C)6-1g) data. 
Guba boa8) baa alao tried to determine the structure of 81Ithraqaiuotte bf 
the etrial and error' method but wilho,",fUecess. 
DIU'lUlHINATION Of' SPAC£.GR.Q.u;p O~ 
A~'rHaAO'CINON'B , 
011 the basi~ of the IItpace-grO\lp D 1 ~ Pmmn as tent~tively' as. . utned hy 
Banerjee and Ouha (1934-5) for IIIttbrlaqtUntlle. a determination of structure as 
projected on (OOl) plane was carried out by the two.dimensional Fourier 
sumnlatiQn method Olrllgg, 1929) after tlece$$al"y inten!lity measurements.. 
After a few trials, satisfacLofY 8gfeement -between the measured and ca)Culat~ 
values of structure fadors \\as attained and the Fourier summation also gave 
a clea1 et«1:rcm map. "Tire f'OItowing peroliu points were, howeNr,_~ 
during tlW:i analysis and V\ E'fe at that tiule considered to be sput'iow al thq 
co'Ql'~ not be accounttd for on the basis of the occepted ortllotfJetttbic space 
grwp:-
J(.s) Too many sYlnmetries "ere Qbtained in the unit cell. which 
were more Lhan that required by the space-group. 1'hese appear~d from tile 
observed couditions, namely, for all (hko) reflections. (h + k) and (Ii - k) are 
divi.ible by 4, although these are nol nece&sary sp.ce-group conditions. 
{b) Intensities of reflec.."tions from (hko) and corresponding (lIko) pJranes 
b~ certain pairs of such reflections were found to be appreciably different. 
,.~ •• llDteaaw. for au ortborhombk ctystal where (hko) and (kk~) are 
fII!1ti'Veleet planes. 
After tJtittuC'lil1g tlte ttectfOfJ ntap as projected on (001) planes, 4 IeCOtKt 
projection was ane,npled on {OTO) plane and ill order to obtahl 1l8ftt!rteut 
in correspo,ndiu8 F·v,alues, trials. were carried out 011 the bas.iB of molecular 
orielllahoa ali Clbtaioc:d bv cnag.-.etic l1.uwremcnta by Banerjee (1938) Dut 
the equivalent POSitiOllS rcquirl.d by the assumed space·group or e~~n ..., 
other possible alternative space-group under the orlholhol11bic system could 
not be fitted in with the results obtained in the second projection. This led 
to suspect tile corre~tu.ess of the Sf)ace·group. 
Xu ~ at~ul1)t to Eee \\ hether the (001) face IS centred 01 not, a rotation 
phot.ogralHl Voas taken around a dIagonal axis [110] alld the fUJKiamental 
tranlilation along that dirertioll VIas found to be balf of the diagol1~1 di~tance 
in oue phol~ta[lh. "bile for a different &cttinl!. of the crYllttal Cor a snnilar 
rotation photograpb. the fuudamental traUllation \\ ps found to be only qllarltlr 
of the diaaoual di$tance. 'the dUitreace being surplisblg. tbe settiugs oi 
the crystal$ \\erc carefully checked up and fresh sels of .rotation photographs 
were taken and it wa::. finally concluded beyond doa:ht thet rot"lwn photo-
~ round "$10] alltl bio] "",rc ditJ..-lUlt _ taW *h t"'f-t .~,. of 
~rephi htelMiontJ,l above. The lWG .-o .. ti94t ~~ ... _~ 
IJ. ... XIV. "" xtva. · .Ita4 •• wq"'" 9t'ttr~.J" ~ 
, :N PLATE XIV A 
k\)tClhon phot()grilph round [110] UI\ the ortholhomblc nlltdtlOll 
I.E' , round lI·aXIS of 1!10nOclll11C cell I II = 158tJ A 
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RotalJon photograph round [110] on the orthorhombic 
nota hun I e round {-aXIS of monoclinIc cell (c = 792 A ) 
PLATE XIV l 
Powder photograph of a mixture of anthraqu1Ilone and e\ummlUm. 
J 
t'Otatioa photo&'raplls rotttld t1le diagODtlls;es t no] and [110 J wou14 have 
... hSerb.*-L The striking dilerence observed is sufficient to prove beyond 
40ubt that the t:ryatal cannot be orthorhombic •• concluded by the earlier 
workers. the elementary tlanslations In these two diagonal dlrecijotts come 
G1d: .. ~.as1lt1d 7 921 respectIvely, which are ,nore fundamental than the 
ttlU1t.tiol18 19.'681 and 24 . .591 along lhe direcfons (a and b) that have been 
10 (ar ... naed t9 be Ute axtal directIon uud the orthorhombic system. 
~ iatQ coaflide .. atiOll the mole~111.r ura enta already obtained by 
Fourier projeCtions, it was found that the ved facts could be \\ell 
accounted for b)r the arraugt:l11euts of molec111 in the old ab·plane as shown 
b1 trig. I bolow :-
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FIG. r 
IfoJtcular !let as projected on ab.pllUle 
ABeD represents the old ab·face of the cell, DEFG is the correct fuuda-
mental unit cell (monoclinic) whose elements are a= IS 85 1, b .. 3.g8I, 
C-7.92 1 and fl- 102 Q 143', c·axis of the old system being the b·a:xi. of the 
eew 87atem. The pseudo-orthorhombic character of the crystal bas been 
realty due to the accidental circumstance that 15.85 is approximately double 
of 1-9a. The arrangement of molecule .. sboWll. in Fig. 1 aOCOUDtl for 
tilt ~oa of the earlier workeJ,"l. The molecules represeatt4 by the 
~ t ~. Have their tmltres in pt.nes cIa (referred to 014 orthorhombic 
~ .t.~ and below tholt of the molecules fet>reseJ1t~ qy sba<1ed clrelet. 
+~.~~ I 
I v: ,I .~ 
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Gotliometric measurements 
By careful goniometric measurements of all the faces by a· Czapski two. 
circle tbcodohte goniometer, the old intelfacial angles were re-measured in a 
lalge number of crystals: and it was attempted to see whetber X-ray evidence 
is corroboratt.d in the development of crystal faces. A sketch of the anthra· 
quinone crystal with its faces which commonly develop, as observed in the 
specimens crystallised 1r0111 benzene, is shown in Fig. 2. 1'be crystallographic 
data given under Table I (axial ratios being taken fro111 X-ray measurements) 
revises the old valu~s given by Groth under ortborhombic nomenc1atures~ 
It may be mentioned that the observed faces a, (, tn, Y and z (vide Fig. 2) 
correspond to 1n, m, b, y and x faces of Groth's data respectively and that 
the faces b, 11, and d recorded by Groth have not been observed at all, wbile 
the observed face::; was not included in Groth's data. 
FIG. ~ 
A~aqulltone (ryl!ltal witt] 
'C01Idl',IOllly developed face,.. 
! .. 1 
FIG. 28 
Rxfinction dirt~tions in semotl c.f anthraquinone crxstll1 Cl't 
perpendiCl(1ar to s1tJ:lttletr)" a~8 (old coax.illY 
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TABU I 
Jlaces New Indices Calculated Observed 
--------
a:C (100) : (001) 77°17' 
c:m (oox) : (201) 51°20' ; 51 °J 4' 
m:a (::loi) : (100) 51 "27,' i 51°29' 
a:x (roo) : (uo) 75°34' 75°40' 
c: z (oox) : (au) 62° 45' 62° 45' 
x: z (no) : (OIl) 27"36' 27°36' 
y:z (Ill) : (OIl) 12°3°' 12°37' 
It will be seen that the a- and c-faces of th1 crystal on the monoclinic 
nomenclature are the (IIO) and (11o faces of tht old orthorhombic system. 
Had the crystal been orthorhombic, its (lIO) and (110) faces would have been 
identical planes. It would thus appear ddlicult to distinguish the new a-
and c-faces of the crystal by goniometric measurement. But the existence 
of the top faces x and z which develop adjacent to the a.- and c-faces at 
angles 75 0 4°' and 62 0 45' respectively permit identification of the new a- and 
c-faces and the corresponding new axes without difficulty. The slight 
difference of the order of 10 to 15 miuutes observed between the interfacial 
angles a: In and c: m is also found to he fairly consistent in the larRe 
number of crystals which have been exallliucd under the goniometer and 
hence thIS difference can also be used as confirmation in identifying the a-
and c-faces. 
Optical measurements 
With a view to obtain a further confirmation in respect of the monoclinic 
nature of the anthraquinone crystal, the optical extinction directions were 
determined by examining a section of the crystal cut parallel to the symmetry 
plane (i.e., old 001 plane) under the polarising microscope. It was definitely 
found that the extinction directions in the ab-V1aue of the old system of axes 
make angles of about t6° with the a- and b-axes thus confirming the mono-
clinic character of the crystal. A number ot similar cryst.al sections wele 
examined under the polarising microscope and the mean deviation of the 
extinction direction frolD the old a- and b-axes worked out to be about 160 • 
Dutta (1947) has measured the refractive indices of anthraquinone 
crystal along its principal directions. 'the relative values of the wdlceb 
measured. by l)utta are in agreement with the structure dedvep by 
the author. 
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Revision of the Space group 
The new unit cell contains 2 molecules instead of 8 in the old orthor-
hombic cell. 'l'hus the previous unit cell being much bigger than the correct 
fundamental cell, the absent spectra showed symmetties greater than those 
required by any of the orthorhombic space groups. If (hkl) represents the 
indices of a plane in the older orthorhombic notation, it can be easily shown 
that its equivalent indices (HKLJ refcued to the new monoclinic al$es ,are 
given by H=(h+kJ/2, K=1 and L=(h-k)/4' The conditions ofabseut 
spectra observed in the orthorhombic cell are thus modified as explained 
below:-
(I) (h+k) and (h-k) divisible by 4 for hko planes reduce to 
• H even for HOL planes' 
~nd (2) (001) planes halved reduce to (OKO) halved. 
'Ihese are the absent spectra conditions for the monoclinic space group 
C'I/I (P2 1 / a), which is, therefore, the space group for anthraq11inone. 
'rhe monoclinic space group C'\h(P21 / a) requires 4 asymmetric molecules 
to complete the necessary symmetry but th(::rc are only two molecules in the 
unit '-'ell. Hence if all the halvings found are true halvings, we must ascribe 
a centre of symmetry to the molecule of anthraquinone, which is thc only 
possible molecular symmetry for this space group. The existence of such 
centre of symmetry in the anthraquinone moleculc is also supported by the 
4!ipo1e moment measurements by Fischer and Rogowski (I939). 
Feeble forbidden sj10ts observed in highly over-exposed photograph 
In a highly over-exposed Weissenberg photograph about the symmetry 
axis (old c-axis), 4 or 5 extremely weak reflections were observed, which ou 
identification rc,:ealed planes forbiddeu by the space group CS2h(P~1/a). These 
planes are 710, 750, 530 and 350 on the orthorhombic system, which are 
equivalent to 302, 103, 102 and 102 planes respectively on the monocliuic 
system. Taking these planes into consideratioll, the space group of anthra-
Quinone can no longer be taken as Cfiu(P~l/a) in the strict sense of space 
group, but has to be taken as C2 s in the bisphcroidal class. In that case, 
the molec.ule doc!; not require any centre of symmetry. But the little devia-
tion from the centro-symmetrical molecule, which would account for these 
few extremely weak rellections, which are several times weaker than the 
weakest rellection measured, would be definitely negligible. In fact, these 
weak refiections will absolutely have no contribution to tbe electron density 
maps. Negative result obtained in the~dipole' measurements (Fischer and 
Bogowski 1939) also proves that the molecule is at least very neatly centro-
s1111metrical. So far as the structure is eoncerned, C5U CP"I/a.) ca1l, therefore, 
he reprded lUI at least approximately tIM correct space group for aU pnetk:al ~ 
pur~. " ~ 
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Crystal data 
The revised crystal data for anthraquinone are summarised below:-
Anthraquinone : CJ4H~Oa; melting point 273°C; density, calculated 
];.419 (1.4r9-1.438 given by Groth); crystallises in the holohcdral clas!) of 
the monoclinic system, a=1s.8s X, b=398 X, c=7.92 ~, (3=102°.7. 
Spal..'e group, C;~I. (P\/a). 'fwo molecule!>, per unit cell. Molecular 
symmetry, centre. Volume of the unit cell =481 X3. Calculated absorptbn 
coefficient for ~u K .. rays. P.=9.1 ver cm. iTotal number of electrons 
1 
per unit cell::F(ooo) = 216. i 
DETERMINATION OF STRUC URE FACTORS 
Photometry of spots 11! Weissenberg p " /ographs and relative 
I1!tensity measuremeits 
The relative intensity measurements wer1. made by Zeiss photoelectric 
recording vhotometer. The method followed is ,riefly described below:-
The Weissenberg photo film was mountecf on the object can-iage of the 
photometer. The dil1lension~ of the ~pots (Wetssenberg photograph) whose 
intensities were to be measurt:d were generally of the order of 2 m.m. x 1 m1l1. 
or smaller. The spot of light of the photometet was adjusted to be much 
smaller in dimension, about 0.5 min. x 0.'20101., and was first adjusted at one 
end of the spot under measurement. When the motor is started to take a 
record, the spot of light moves along its width while the transmitted light 
falls on the photoelectric cell. The current through the photoelectric cell 
produces deflection of the fibre of a string electrometer. The fibre is illu-
minated by a lamp and its moVt;tnent is photographic.alty recorded. The sp0t 
under measurement was then displaced along its length through a distance 
of 0.5 Illlll., small compared to the length by the lateral movement of the 
object carriage and the recording was rel)eated hy allowil.lg the spot of light to 
traverse the reflection spot again along its width. In this way each spot was 
scanned by the light ::.}>ot completely by a number of travelsals. The photo-
meter was worked with the same sensitivity, that is, with the same range 
of the electrometer fibre between the" zero" position (direct beam of light 
falling into the photo-electric cell) and the "lnaXlll1Um blackening" position 
(beam of light COl11~ Ctlt off). This was done by noticing the movement 
of the fibre agauJst a gr.tuated scale in the view-Slider and fixing its range 
ill- adjustment of the aperture through which the light falls into the photo-
cell. 
The actual iu:ensity corresponding to any ~14t is nolliuearly proporlioual 
to the ~flecti~n of the electrometer fibre of the photometer. To obtain the 
integ~ted inh:llsity, therefore, the amplitudes or the ordinates of the photo-
mdric cm:ve ar~ to be conlparcd with a standard prepared accoroiJ;1g to 
ltobiQson's (1933) method. 
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The zero intensity line ill the photometric record was drawn for each 
scanning of the Weissenberg spot. The zero line being taken as the abscissae, 
ordinates were drawn and measured at intervals of one millimeter. This 
can be quite easily done by placing a semi-transparent millimeter graph paper 
on the photo-metric records and reading off the ordinates. Each ordinate 
was matched with equivalent ordinates of the standard intensIty CUlve, the 
abscissae corre:.ponding to the latter being proportional to the intensity 
represented by the ordinate. All these abscissa for all the scannings of the 
spot were sUl11med up, the net sum giving a relative measure of the integrated 
intensity. 
Reflections at small angles 
The spot 111 the Weissenberg photograph having the smallest angle of 
diffraction was the 040 reflection. Reflections from planes of larger spacing, 
i.e., smaller anglt! of difftactiou are obbtructed by the lead stop in the 
Weissenberg camera used to rect!ive and absorb the direct X-ray beam. It 
was found, as can be seen from the space group condition as wdl, that 220 
and 220 are the only such planes. It was, therefore, necessary to measure 
their..Jnte.nsities for inclusion 1U the Fourier summation. This wa~ done by 
taking separate oscillation photograph in another calDera in which the lead 
stop used to receive the direct beam \\ as made of such slUall dimension as to 
allow the 220 reflection to be photog1aphcd. The oscillation ranges WCle 
I:jO adjusted that 220 and 260 1 eflcctioll!> were recorded in one oscillation 
photograph. and 220 and 260 in another. 'flit! relative integrated intensitie:, 
of these pairs of rlTfie(.tions \\e1e measured in the b3me ~ay 3~ ill the <..asc of 
W eiS5en berg reflections. 
Absoiute intenstiy measUremellts 
In order to calculate the absolute structure factors of the reflecting planes, 
it is uecessary to convert the relative integrated intensities obtained fr011l 
Weissenberg photographs into aEsolute scale. For this purpose a powder 
photograph was taken witb a mixture of anthraquinone and aluminium and 
the intensities of anthraquinone linE'S were compared with lhose of eltlll1iniutll, 
the latter being absolutely kllown from the measurements by Brindley (936). 
the scattering power and absorption co-efficient ot"flluminium being much 
greater than those of anthraquinolle, the powder mixture was prepared with 
I part of aluminittm and 6 parts of flnthraquinonc by weight in order that 
tbe intensities of reflections aud the effective absorption co-efficient! for the 
two ingradii!n1s might be cQttlparable, The mixture was crusll.ed into a fine 
"'POwder 'in a mortar. The lJowder was made pasty hy a little amount of 
ab1ution of co&dion in etbeT and form~d into a stick by pushing the paste 
',through a capillary ·t~. A filier of thin nictel foil Was used to absorb tbe 
Ou4.t radiation to avoid coniu.ion atIlOllg too masy lines.. The <p<>wfilar 
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photograpb of the roi-<tt1te is reproduced in plate XIV B. In order to dis; 
tinguisb th~'aluminiulU lines from those of the anthraquinone in the photo-
graph, a sepal'ate. powder photograph of anthraquinone alone was taken. 
Relative intensities of tbe powder lines were measured exactly in the same 
way as in the Weissenberg photograph but in this case tbe spot of light was 
made longer but narrower and each line was scanl\t!d by the light spot once. 
The relative integrated intensities of the diffcreflt Hnes are given in Table II 
below:-
TABU II 
Substance Reflecting Re iative integrated planes intensity 
------{Ill 11.3 ~served ratio=:Z.38 
200 48 r,afe. ,.110 hom 
indley's data-2.22 
{ 220 18.6 , \ 
°4(') 68 \" 
Aluminium 
Anthraql1inOllt' ... 
Hence out of the III and 200 reflections of aluminium, tbe former being 
mOle intense was considered more reliable and used fornnal comparison with 
anthraquinone lines. 3 prominent anthraqttinoJle lines were obtained in the 
powder photograph, 'Viz. (I) 220 plane, i.e., superposition of 220, 220, 220 
and 220 planes; (2) 0-40 planesj" i .•. , auperposition~of 040 and 040 planes and 
(3) superposition of 440, 2QO aud their derivatives witb negative indices. 
When the 1)Ionoclinic nature of the ~mth~aqui~one crystal was estab~~ed, it 
was known that hko a~d hko pla~.s are really ~e~!=%l~ pla~ ~pt f~ 
axial planes and are generally o~ different intensities. Powder line ohtiined 
by superposition of such planes, therefore, could not be made use of for 
absolttte intensity measurements. But the planes 040 and 040 beiDg equi-
valent. planes on tbe monochnic system as weU, the in-tensity of tlis line .. 
used for comparison witb the 71r re8ection of aluminium. Structure factor 
for the latter was taken as 8.70 x 4 from Brindley's (1936) measurements. 
The structure factor of 0 .. 0 plane thus worked out to be 164.0 and on that 
basis, the structure factors of ·other planes have been calculated from their 
r~1ative intensities in Weissenberg photographs. The details of calculation 
and questions of absorption and :extinction have been discussed in tile fol-
lowing eection of this chapter. 
With a view to checking up tbe accuracy of ,the structure facto! of 040 
plane on which the absolute.intensity measurements £?r all 'r~~iotls ha\'e 
~ hued, anothet powder pllotOilrapb was'tak!:n with a mixtUre Of aathra~ 
quSaOM _d· rode ,.It a1l(il by' ,imUQr compariso11 of int •• itt",· 'StrCI1etul't 
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factor of 0",1) plane worked out to be 166.0 as against 164.0 obtaiued from 
comparison with aluminium line&. The agreement happens to be usaexpec· 
~ly satisfactory. 111 vie" 01 the prob:lble error of ± 10% in the intenSity 
measurement::; and the error for not applying relative absotption correctioDS, 
wbicb wa!> eomparativdy larger itl the case of rock salt-mixture, the a1>o\7e 
agreenrent appears to be somewhat accidental. Nevertheless, the agreement 
provides a confirmation that the value of Fof.o obtained (tom the powder 
photograph is approximately correct. 
E-va/uaiton of A bso'ute strudure factors-A bforptioll and 
Extinction eHects 
(a) P07.vder photograph with mi1;ture of anthraquinotJe and alumtnium.-
The integrated iutensity for a powder line (neglecting absorption) on 
cylindrical film is giv(.'tI by : 
where 
= 1 N'e",\3.1 1 I nr· I ~ • 1I'm c.r 
=A.N J .e.p.F2av. 
A e' .'\ a .l. C t f . 1 . t = 6 2" = ons ant or parbcu ar expenmen . 
I lI'm c 1 
N-Number of unit cells per unit volume. 
9=1 +cos'29 
sin28.5iu9 
p=:<-Nnmber of equivalent planes. 
F' ... Structure faetor. 
'nlus compating intea-rated intensity of an autbraql1inone }jne with tbat 
of 1l~ aluminium line in the powder photOl1'aph, we get 
I I Q ". ~ _ N • . <:1 •• lJlo.F • . av. 
l.' NA".9.'.PA,.F."8VA' 
........ A IUd A'denote correspooding values for the anthraquinone 
uacl abnBwuD) linea respectively. A& anthraquinone and alutUinium were 
.ken in thf ratio 6 : I by weight for the powder stick. 
a~=6.eA' =6 x 3.:L -U.4, 
aVA' p~ 1.42 
Prt' and,p. being the densities of aluminiuUJ and anthraquinoue respectively. 
In the above equation tberef«e, 110 /1., ~ing measured aud all other factors 
ex~t F. ~hag k.nown, theabbOlute value of FA can be calculated. PA for (;40 
pJue tbua worlted out to.be 16+0. 
" I • *be above cakaiJatio.u., no alloMulee bas been made fot 1be ,.~w 
~ion otJed$!or uthrafV1iQODe _ altuniai,nm U. tbe powd« n»4 • 
. 
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Tb'e relative absorption eifect was, however, reduced to minimum by taking 
the substances in suitable proportion and by using very thin powder rods. 
l.'be calculated values of linear absorption co-efficients for anthraquinone and 
aluminium for copper K .. radiation are 9.I and I3I.6 per cm. respectively 
(calculated from mass absorption co-efficients of different atoms as given 
in the 'International Tables for the determination "of crystal structure'). The 
proportion of anthraquinone and aillmmi1l111 in the powder being II.4: I by 
volume, the effective absorption co-efficient pre" 8.4 and 10.6 respectively. 
The radius of the powder rod used was about 0.f25 cm. The approximate 
probable error in integrated intensities aud he~e in F-values for 040 reflec-
tion of aotl1raquinone can be calculated from the ~ble given on page 584 of 
'International Table for the determination of crr4tal structure.' This works 
out to be roughly t 4 %, WhICh IS small comPtred to probable limits of 
experimental error in intensity measurements. I 
(b) Weiss en berg -1otat1On PhotograPh.-l't4 appropriate formula for 
integrated intenSIty of IcBection flOm a moSclic 01 ideally "imperfect" crystal 
may be written as : 
where 
F(040) being determlncd absolu1ely from powder photograph, F-values 
for other reflections have beeu calculated from relative mtegrated intensity 
measurements of reflections in Weissenberg photograph, i.e., from the relatiOIJ 
F l I /30JO F 2 • =1~-' -z;- . 0'0, 
OJO fJ 
assuming A, which is equal to N1e'X8 /4,um1c\ to be constant for all reflections. 
But A will be constant only if ,u is constant. Va nation of ,u has, however, 
been neglected in view of the following considerations :-
The linear absorption co· efficient of anthraquinone (~alc. ",==g.I) being 
fairly large, care was taken to enS\1re while taking the Weissenberg photo-
graphs that the specimens did not present greatly different paths to the beam 
in the dIfferent reflecting positions. This was done by selecting suitable 
crys:ta] specimen for the different rotation photographs so as to l/rovide fairly 
uniform cross· sections parallel to the rotation axes. Further, very small 
crystals weighing about 0.2 milligram were used to red,uce non-unifortnity of 
cross-section to the minimum. Relative absorption corrections were, there-
fore, not applied. With the small sizes of the crystals used. and further since 
it was found that the variation of crystal size did not have appreciable 
infiuence on intensities, extinction was considered to be small. No aMempt 
has therefore been made to correct for the extinction, 
4-167.4P- 8 
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Stt'ucture factors measured and calculated 
'rhe value,., of the structure factors in absolute units derived from inte. 
gnted intensity measurements are given under up measured" in Table III. 
The indicel> HKL of planes given in 'fable III refer to the old orthorhombic ceH 
after Groth. As the Fourier summations were carried out in terms of the 
orthorhombic cell using the ('orresponding indices of the planes, thelte indices 
have been retained in Tabl\,; III. Corresponding equivalent indiceb HKL 
referred to the new monoclinic axes are obtained fro111 the general relations 
already given, nUlllely, H=(h+k)/2, K=x and L=(h-k)!4. Thesenew 
indices have also been included under the second column in Table III. 
Strueinre factors derived for the orthorhombic cell have, however, been 
divided by 4 in ordel to get the same in terms of the monoclinic cell. 
The latter values are given in Table Ill. 
F !calculated) given under the last column in Table III have been calculat-
ed on the basis of co-ordinates of atoms as finally obtained from the elec-
trOll maps. The values of atomic structure factors for carbOJ.I have been taken 
from Robertson's paper (1935) on the structure of benzoquinone. In the 
case of benzoquinone, Robcrt~on considered that the existing oxygen I-curve 
would have to be modified by introducing a large temperature factor, and 
from the fact that peak value of electron density on the oxygen centre in his 
analysis was not found to be much higher than that for the carbon atoms, he 
assumed the average thermal movement of the oxygen aLom to be of the 
,sanle order as that of carhon at0111. As such, the cAro011 f-cmve was used 
by him for oxygen as well, after weighillg in the ratio 8 to 6 in the analysis 
of benzoquinone. In the present analysis on anthraquinone, the peak value 
of electron density at the .oxygen centre is found to he decidedly much 
higher than those for carbon atoms, actual values being 13.0 per sq. A. U. for 
oxygen and 7.5 to 9.0 per sq. A.D. for carbon atoms. In view of the un-
certainty in the I-curve for oxygen atom, structure factors were separately 
calculated by using values used by Robertson as well as by those from the 
measuremants on MgO by Wollan (1930)' As the latter gave a better agree-
me!bt with the observed F-values for most of the refiections, WoUan's values 
have been preferred and corresponding values of F (calculated) are given in 
Table III. Tbe general order of agreement between measured and calculated 
values of F is quite comparable to those obtained for other structures which 
ha'Vc beell successfully analysed. Considering the ullcertainty in the I-curve 
for oxygen and the fact that contributions of the 16 hydrogen atoms in 
the new cell (monoclinic) have not been separately ac(.'Ouuted for, the 
discrepancies appear to be well within the limits of experimental error. 
The preliminary estimate 0/ the structure 
'. With a view to obtaining' the correct signs of the co-efficients F(hkl) 'dl the 
.Fourier series, a prelimiJIary analysis of structure by tbe trial and error metJlod 
hkl 
.lIter Groth) 
002 
400 
800 
(Ja)oo 
(16)00 
(:!O) 00 
040 
080 
o(ulo 
0(16)0 
0(24)0 
220 
220 
260 
260 
2(10)0 
2(10)0 
2(14)0 
2(14)0 
2(18)0 
2(18)0 
2(22)0 
:a (:aa) 0 
2(26)0 
440 
44(1 
480 
4&. 
4(n)0 
4(16)0 
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( 'l'A~a III 
Measured and calculated values of structure factor. 
HKL HKL! I (referred to 1" F IIkZ (refelred to I}I F 
monoclinic I measured calculated (after Groth) m()nochnlL IlUeasured I calculated 
cell) eel\) I 
, 
- I I I 020 j • 13 +14 4(24)0 \ (14)05 6 
-5 
4(24)0 
, 
(10)07 6 201 II - 2 
- 6 
402 20 +21 4(28)0 ) (16)06 5 + 7 
603 25 +23 4("28)0 (12)08 5 +7 
804 21 +21 620 401 22 +16 
(10105 10 +10 02u 202 27 +23 
:ZlJI 41 +30 IJ(,(J 600 4 
- 7 
-
402 27 -14 660 003 13 -13 
ti03 
·19 -33 6(10)0 ~ 801 15 +18 
804 6(10)0 - +15 12 -It 204 11 
(12)06 21 
-J9 6(14)0 (10)02 16 -19 
200 35 +32 6(14)0 405 13 -IS 
001 35 +29 6(18)0 (u)03 6 + 2 
401 30 -27 6 ('is) 0 606 17 + 9 
202 32 -2Q 6(22)0 (14)04 10 -10 
602 3 + 4 6(26)0 I (16)05 4 + 3 I 
403 J 1 +14 840 601 55 -40 
803 26 -T8 840 203 54 -39 
6n4 14 -II 880 Boo 15 -n 
(10)04 . 13 +13 880 004 27 -20 
805 16 +16 8(r6)0 (z:a)oa 25 +19 
lu)oS 15 -II 8(i6)0 406 31 +24 
(10)06 10 
- 5 8(20)0 (14)03 16 +14 
(14)06 5 - 4 8(20)0 607 27 +25 
400 40 -40 8(24)0 (16)04 7 - 8. 
ooa 40 -39 8(i4)0 • 8u8 6 - {\ 
60i a6 +25 8(28)0 (10)09 3 - ~ 
203 30 +25 (lo)ao 602 9 - I) 
80a 4 + 5 (10)60 801 47 -;V 
(10)03 6 0 (10)60 204 44 -31 , , 
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TABI,It III (colltd.) 
Measured and calculated values of structure factor. 
HKL' HKL 
I 
hkl (referred tu F p hkl (rel erred to F F 
(after Groth) monodinic measured calculated (after Groth) monoclinic measured calculate 
cell) cell) 
d 
(10) (14)0 I (J2)01 18 I + B (22) (JO)O (16)03 II 4 + 7 (10) (14)0 
I 
206 5 - 2 041 211 2 '- :2 
(10) {IS)O (14)02 -33 "31 04:2 221 10 -II 
(10) (iB)0 I - +20 -
I 
407 21 043 231 4 - 5 
(10) (26)0 (J3)04 6 - .. 044 241 8 - 8 
(10) (26)0 -809 3 - 3 081 412 I + 2 
(12)40 802 6 
-
+J6 
- 9 082 422 13 
(12)80 (10)10 9 +IO 083 
-
432 5 + 7 
(12)80 205 I II -tIl 084 442 7 - 3 
(12) (16)0 (1.1)01 4 - 4 0(1:2) r 613 7 - 7 
(12) {i6)o 207 6 -II 0(12)2 623 I 0 
(12) (24)0 (I~)03 6 - 7 0(12)4 643 3 + I 
(12) (24)0 609 4 - 7 0(16)2 824 :2 - 7 
(14)20 803 5 - 6 0(16)3 834 :/ -I- 3 
(14)60 <105 6 - 9 0(16)4 844 10 + 7 
(14) (10)0 (12)01 9 +14 0(20)3 (10)35 6 - 8 
(14) (10)0 206 6 +14 0(24)1 (lz)I6 J - .\1 
(14) (14)0 I (14)00 I 9 - 9 0(24)2 (12) 26 3 - 5 
(14) (14)0 007 5 - 7 0(28)2 (14) 27 3 + 5 
(14) (is)o 208 4 + 6 401 2II 34 -l7 
(14) (22)0 (18)02 6 
- 6 402 221 43 "t'32 
(16) (12)0 207 8 - -1 403 23 II + 7 
(18)20 (10)04 24 +18 801 412 9 - I 
(18)20 80S 28 +26 802 422 S + 7 
(18) (10)0 (14)02 II 
- 4 803 432 21 -10 
(18) fio)o 407 7 0 8u4 442 IS -!-12 
(18) (14)0 (16}01 9 -12 (12)02 623 ~6 +25 
(18) {I4)0 ;.. 208 9 -%2 (12)03 633 I2 + 5 
(20) (U)o (16)02 5 - 4 (J:6) OJ 8J4 24 +I3 
(22)20 (12)05 
I 
6 
=: I (20)01 (10) IS 19 
-12 
(#12)20 {Io~06 5 
Structure of -A ntliraquinone 
was undertaken. The following points rendered useful guidance to arrive at 
a tentative structure for the purpose :_ 
I. Consid~ring the known form of anthracene molecule consisting of 
three plane hexagonal rings lying in one plane, the anthraquinone molecule 
derived by adding two oxygen atoms at the central ring of anthracene was 
also considered to be planar in structure to start with. The probability of 
such a planar structure of anthraquinone molecule was also supported by the 
analogous structure of benzOQuinone already analysed by Robertson where 
the planar structure of the benzene ring has ~not been disturbed by the 
addition of the two oxygen atoms. ~ 
.t 
2. . The anthraquinone molecule was assum~ to be centro-symmetrical 
as requIred by the space group condition an~ also supported by tbe dipole 
measurement (Fischer and Rogowski, 1939). i~ 
3. In view of the iomall dimension of 3 •. 8 X only along c-axis of the 
old unit cell, it would be difficult to acconllnodat~ .. , he molecule in the cell if 
the molecular plane is very llIuch tilted from the .. -face. 
1 
4, Although there arc 8 molecules in the pRudo-orthorhombic cell, the 
real UOlt cell finally obtained under the monoclinic system contains 2 mole-
cules only, where the second molecule is derived from the first by the 
hymmdryoperation. As the molecule has got a pseudo-centre of hymmetry, 
a knowledge of the position of atol11s compri&ing half of olle molecule only 
is sufficient to huild up the entire structure. The problem thus get!'> much 
himplified as the same reduces to the determination of parameters for 7 carbon 
atom!> and one oxygen atom only. 
5. For the llrdil1linary trials, all the tllree benzene rings of 3uthl'a-
qllil10ne lIlolecule were assumed to he regular hexagons as in the case of 
anthracene. Thl;.' dimensions of the ring:, were also assumed to be similar to 
those observed in anthracene and benzoquinone. 
Taking the above points il1to consideration, it was then tried to find the 
x and y co-ordinates of the diftcrent at0111s in the molecule which would give 
the calculated !'>tructurc factors as close a fit with the experimental F values 
as was pOhsible, After a few trials, the following structure gave sufficiently 
rea!>onable agleement to ohtain the signs of the F(hko) co-cfficients for the 
Fourier summation. 
It was concluded by Banerjee (1938) from his magnetic measurements 
on this crystal that the molecular plane is tilted about the b-axis from the 
ab.planc by 30°. This was taken a~ the starting point for the trial struc-
tures for the Fourier projection alo1lg the other two axes. "he x and y 
co-ordinates being already known accurately from c·axis projection, the z-
co-ordinatc:s for the purpose of trials were calculated from the above tilt of ' 
lllolecular plane about the b-axis, 
S. N. Sen 
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Fourier Summations 
Pourier synthesel> WCle carried for projections on the pseudo-orthorhombic 
planes as they gave much clearer resolutIOns thall the real monoclinIC plane~. 
Crystallographic axes, co-ordinates of atoms, molecular orientationl). etc., 
detailed hereafter art' as referred to the pseudo-orthorhombic cell (a= 19.68X, 
b- 24.,'59 ! and c = 3.gS!) containitJg 8 moleC'uiel> of anthraqulllone. Corres-
pOlldh1g values with reference to the monoclinic cell cal1 easily be calculated 
from those obtained for this enlarged cell. 
A large number of reflecting planes were taken mto account in the 
Fourier projections, particularly alollg the old (-axis. Contnbutions from 
about 180 (hko) planes (i.e., new hoi planes) were summed up in the case 
of c-axis projection as against the maXllnUI11 of about ISO and 130 planes 
for one of the projections in the case of anthracene and benzoquinone respec-
tively. Integrated intensities were measured over a wide range, the most 
intense OJ:le having an integrated intensity of about a thousand times that of the 
weakest. lntensities of a few still weaker reflections were estimated visually 
from a highly over-exposed photograph and included 10 the FOUl ier summa-
tion. In the ,-axis projection, the Fourier summation was carried out at 
subdivisions of a/48 and b/48. which are equivalent to 0-410 ! along a-axis 
and 0.512 ! along b-a:lds respectively. For accurate location of the atomic 
centres, additional summations at closer intervals with axial subdivisions of 
a/96 aud b/96 round about the atomic centres (t.e., at intervals of 0.205! 
and o,256! along a· and b-axes respectively) were carried out. Axial sub· 
divisions in the projections along a- and b-axes were b / 48, c I I 2 and a/48, 
c/u respectively, where C!I2=0.332 1. Clo~r summations in the ~egionl 
of the atoms were carried out in these projections also. 
Structure oj Anthraquinone 
Elect1'on maps and atomic c,,",of'dinates 
The contour maps were drawn by the graphical interpolation from the 
summation totals. The maps are reproduced in Figs. 3. 5 and 7. Separate 
diagrams showillg how the molecules are, arranged in the projections along 
the 3 aXeS are given in {<'igs. 4, 6 and 8. All the atoms in the molecule are 
remarkably well resolved in the c-axis projectioq, whereas in the other two 
projections, atomic centres can hardly be fixed 'vi~ accuracy owing to consider-
able overlapping of atoms. x and y co-ordinates t have, therefore been taken 
from the c-axis projection alone, using the ot!1" two projections merely as a 
general dleck. The accuracy of the co.ordinate'is in general 0.01 X. Direct 
determinatioll of the z-C'o-ordinates from the a- al b-axes projections would be 
! 
\ ) 0 \ .... .JDr-
/'-..l \, .. - ."'" ~ 
. 
• ,
• 
• 
• 
• 
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. ' . 
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T I I I I i ~C,,,,,t;~ r It. I f 
FIG. 3 
Prolection along the old c-axis. Contour lines drawn at intervals of one 
. clcctron per AI, the ODe electron line being dcitteda. I 
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unreliable owing to oVerlappitlg of atoms. In b-axis projection, the molecular 
plane is found to be tilted from (001) plane by 27° degrees about the b·nis 
(30 0 degrees. found by magnetic measurements). 1 he fact that the centres 
of atoms ih one molecule lie approximately on a line in the b-axis projection 
supports tbe planar structure of the molecule, as hah also Uel:n found in other 
allied aromatic (,ot1lpound~. In a-axis projection, the oxygen atom and the 
connectiug (.a1 bon atom arc well' esolved, ~ hich permIt indevelldent evalua-
tio11 of the co-::,rdillatcs for those at01l1s. In both a- and the coaxes projections, 
th!: oxygen Rud the adiJining calhon atom and the centre of the molecule 
lie on the halllc sttaight lllle, \\ hich indicates that the oxygen aloms also lie 
in the plane of the rings. Flom these considerations, the planar &tructure 
of the molecule has b~en concluded. Deviation from the planar structure, 
. 
,.6" ,.0 
,.' "'0'" 
FIG. 4 . 
Sbo.wiq bow the QJoltCU.W l~ &l'OJ.Ped in ~ projtction • 
. 
Structure .1 Anthraquinone 
if any, i, believed to be negligible. z co-ordinates have, therefOre, been 
worked out from the relation z=lx+my, where l=tan 27° and the constant 
, m • is calculated to be 0.0493 frOID the oxygen co-ordinates assigned inde. 
pendently in the a- and the coaxes projections. 'l'he co-ordinates with 
reference to the orthorhombic cell are given in Table IV. On transformatiOll 
of the orthorhombic axes of co-ordinates to thQae of the new monoclinic cell. 
the final co-ordinates referred to the ll1oll~jnic fYstem of altes are obtained 
from the following relations :- . 
~ . 
... 
~ 
§ 
13 ~ 
41 
~ 
0 
'S 
.; 
E . l! ~.g 
CI~ 11:.-
f!2 
11)'1:141 
• i1.E £ij 
-= 8§ 
'~I 
.0 
'1:1 
'0 
~ 
~ 
.Sl 
as 
§ 
.~ 
I 
,. 
x'la'=x!a-Fy!b 
y'/b'=z/c 
Z' lei=. 2(x/a- ylb) 
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(i) 
(U) 
(iiI) 
x'y'z! and xy2. are equivalent co-ordinates on tbe monoclinic and orthorhombic 
system and a~b'cl and a, b, c are the corresponding axial lengtbs of the two 
.celIa respectively. The final co-oMinates referred to the monoclinic cell are 
given in Table V. 
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FIG. 7 
Projection along the old a-ax1s. Contonr lines drawn at intervals of one electron per 1\1, the one-electron line being dotted 
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Structure of A nt;"aqulnone j5l 
TABLlIV 
Co-ordinat~ of atoms referred to orthorhombic cell. Molecular cenrre of 
symmetry at (000) as origin 
Atotn 
xl (''''')'1 ,1 t)· I ,X (4'fl:/C) , (vide Fig. 9) 
.---- ------ -- - --,. 
\ 
A (CH) 
-3·253 -50·3 0765 11•2 -1.634 - '47·8 
D (CI'I) -2.1913 I -40.2 1.447 t: - 1059 - 95·8 C (C) - I.1l5 -20·1 0·745 -0.53/} -48.5 D (Cl 0.038 0·7 I 476 1.6 00<)2 8·3 
It (C) J.164 21.3 0.649 
·5 0.630 57.0 
F (CH) 2.236 40.9 13II ~.2 1.214 log·5 
G (CH) 3.308 60·3 0.615 )8.8 1.730 1566 
H(U) 0.049 0·9 2.623 fs·4 0.IS5 14·0 
• , 
TABU V I 
Co·ordinates of atoms referred to monoclinic cell. Molecular centre of 
symmetry at (000) as origin 
Atom 1 I ~~ide ~ig. 9) xX (2ftx/a) I yX (zl'y/W zA (2ftZ! c)' 
------------ --- ----I 
A (ClI) I -2.125 -48.3 -1.634 -147.0 -3.111 -141 I 
n (ClI) 
-0.836 -19· ll -1.059 - 95.8 -2.702 -122.8 
l' (e) -0.418 
- 95 -0.530 - 48.5 -1377 - 62.6 
D (l') O.9BI 22·3 0.092 8.3 -0·921l - _j18 
H (C) J·355 30.8 0.630 57.0 0·.')19 23.6 
It (CH) 2.644 60.1 1.214 log 5 0·955 43-4 
G (Cll) 3.049 6g.3 1 730 156.5 2.275 103.4 
U(O) 1729 39·3 0.I5S J4·0 -1.65u - 750 
Dimensions and orientation oj the molecule 
biagramabc representation of the molecular dimensions together with 
interatomic distances and valency angles are given in Fig. 9. The distances 
are Iltobably correct within o.OJ'&' with a maximum possible error of 
± 0.02 1. The valency angles are expected to be correct within 20. 
'l'he final o1'leutation of the molecules with reference to the crystallo-
graphic axes tuay be described as follows .-
Let us denote the axis passing through the centres of the three rings of 
aotlnquia'4ile all C long axis' of the molecule and the axis jOininQ the oxygen 
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atoms and the centre of the molecule as the 'cross axis' of the molecule. 
Then, the cross axis is very nearly parallel to the b-axis of the pseudo-
ortborhombic cell and the position of the molecule is nearly attained by a 
tilt of the molecular plane about the h-axis so as to make an angle of about 
27° with the (001) plane. Tilts about the otber axes are of mucb SIlJaller 
magnitudes If ex, {3, 'I denote the angles made by the long axis of the 
molecule with the a, b, c axes respectively and ex', (3', 'I' be the corresponding 
angles made by the cross axis of the molecule, then these angles as worked 
out from the structure obtained are :-
11 ::: 27°.4 
~ ::: 91 •• 2 
')' ::: 62°.9 
FIG. 9 
11' = SSO.5 
~'= 3°.8 
DimellslClls of anthraquinone molecule 
Molecular dimensions 
lute! atollli<.. dIstances in AU. 
CarLon-CarboII: AB == I 38 } 
It'G' a: 1.38 
AG' = 1.385 
Be:=- 1.39 / 
H'Y' '" 1.39 5 
CE' =- 1.395 
CD = I 50 ~ 
DE == 1.50 j 
~'arboJl..()x1gell~ DB ;c; 1,15 
CH-'CH 
(Aromatic) 
C-t'H 
('-G 
c-c (I< single bond ") 
c-o 
, . 
ValellC\ angle~. 
< 1\1K' 120· 
< HCE' =- 1I7° 
CR'P 122° 
<H,P'C' '" .12Z· 
<ll'C'A = n6io 
<G'AB == 123 
<DIK' = taO' 
<CDB 10: lU" 
<lEDS "" I'll,! 
Structure 0/ Anth~Gquinone 
.if f'f'a'A".metl-t oj molset"es in the cf'yltal 4tld moleculaf' df.ftcince.r 
The dominant feature found in the anthraquinone structure is the group-
ing of molecules in a zig-zag way in space with the molecular planes in the 
alternate Jayel's being inclined to one another at an angle of 540 • Molecular 
planes are inclined at an angle of 27° to the (001) plane. The zig-zag 
arrangement is best seen by projecting the struct.-e on (010) plane as shown 
in Fig. 10. The molecules are, arkably well resolved in the 
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projection aloag the symmetry axis (i.e., old c·axis). Such a projection on a 
smaller scale showing the relations of a group af .32 molecules is shown in 
Pig. I J • ~o visualise how the molecules are arranged in space from the 
diagram (Fig. II), it is to be imagined that the dotted molecules have their 
centres in planes ~c above and below those of the molecl1les shown with 
t;. 
~). A )." 
~V';f-r;:' 
,!~ ~" 1., 1.1 
,:r ~.;r .... y 
~. 
. 
Projection along old c.axls showing the relation of a group of 32 molecules. 'the dotted 
~a1e1l have their ceutrea in plaael 'C1 a ~ end below tbose of the molecules 
eo.va with black afoms. 
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shaded atoms. All the molecules are tilted from ab-plane (plane of the paper) 
by 27° about the b·axial direction passing thrQugh the centres of the molecule, 
the tilt of the dotted and shaded molecules bei.g in opposite directions. 
The nearest molecular approach occur between two molecules where one 
is derived from the other by the fundameutal translation along c-axis 
(c::: 3·98 X). The perpendicular distance bct,tween the planes of these two 
molecules is approximately 3.98 cos 27° = 3. 1 X, which is, therefore, the 
minimum distance of approach between any t molecules. If A, 13, C ctc. are 
atoms of the molecllle derived by fuudam . tal translatiou along c-axis of 
the molecule comprised of A, H, C , .. atOl (vide Fig. g), the minimum 
intel'lnolecular distance between carbon atoms CCllT between i.. aud B ; 13 and 
C; C and D and so 011. Snch distam'cs whe 'orked out range between 3.6 
and 3.7 it [n benzoquinol1l.', corresponding 0 erved distance is 3.45 K, while 
in re~corcinQl (Robertsoll, 1936), it is 3.6 X. inimum oxygen-oxygen inter-
molecllIal' distance in anthraquinone is the sa as the fuudamental translation 
of 3,98 A. In benzoquinone, correspandin observed distance is 3.62 1. 
The minimum illtermolcC'111ar dIstance obtain in anthraquinone thus agree 
well with the USlla' order of sllch distances ob ved in other compounds. 
Peak 1'alues of electron denstfy and electron counts 
The obsel wd peak values of electr on density for the different atoms in 
the c-axis projectIOn where the atoms are rem1rkably well resolved are given 
ill 'fable VI. The values are in general somewhat higher as compared to those 
observed in anthracelle and beuzoquinone. The values observed for the 
carbon atoms in the present case arc between 7.5 to Q electrons per square 
A. U. (6-7 observed 11l other slructures)' 'fhe peak values for the carbon 
atoms are found to gradually fall off as we pass outwards from the centre of 
the molecule, although one would ordinarily expect higher values for the 
outer CH groups as compared to the carbon atoms of the inner ring. A slight 
broadening of the end atolll'i is also observed. It is interesting to note that 
such falling off in the peak values of electron density as we pass out from 
the centre of the molecule, combined with d slighl broadening of the structure 
has also been observed in the case of anthracene aud other allied compounds. 
In authracen(', peak values were found falling gradually from 7 to 5·5 
electrons per square A.H. towards the end of tilt' molecule. 
In the c-axis projection ill ."hich each of the atoms is distinctly resolved, 
electron counting was carried out by the method first used by Bragg 
(IQ~9). Boundary lines were drawn round each of the atoms comprising 
half of the lUoiecule as shown in Fig. I 2. The appropriate electron 
densities p(x, y) at intervals of a/Q6, b/Q6 were then summed up 
, with appropriate weightage to fractional square near the boundary lines and 
number of electrons for each of the atoms calculated frotn the. relation 
N=ltp(x, y) ><0,0/962 • Rebults so obtaiued ategiveu in Table VI. Ele~trol1 
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TABU VI 
Peak 'Values oj e~tt Iron density: erec/r,HI counts 
Atolll l'tak lalll(' Number of 
pel "I). l\ t' /~1' ('trona 
l'arb"'lI A rHo 7·S /j.8 
B (CH, 7·4 5.6 
C 1(') 88 S·I) 
J) le, go 6.0 
It (CI 8 :3 1'0·9 F(CRI 8.1 /).0 
G (cll) ,·4 ~.4 
H (0) 13.0 
.9-5 
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cot,mt for the oxygen atom gives 9.5 el~ctl'ons instead of 8 as required by the 
atomic numbsr. 'l'llis suggests that the oxygen atoms in anthraquinone have 
partial ionic character. 'fhc di~l'epaucy may also be partly due to inaccuracy 
in the intensity measurements and to the omission of the still weaker reflec-
tions in the Fourier series. 
, 
DISCUSSION OF RE$ULTS 
Revision of ~pace gr~p 
It will be seen that a wrong assumption of ft ace grollp for the anthra-
quinone crystal under the orthorh011lblC syste· apparently frustrated alI 
ea.rher attempth to determine its correct stru .,.ure. It has 1l0:V.been esta-
bbshed beyond doubt that the crystal belong to the monochlllc systcm. 
The space group is fouud to be C~hpnll. The! fet that the crystal developes 
very few faces has also been partially respOll ible for the earlier confusion 
in the c1assitkation of the anthraquinone crystal. 'fhe revision of the crystal 
c1a~s and the determination of its correct sp . glOUp fully account for 
all the observed points which appe,m:d anom.ous 011 the assumption of 
orthorhombic nature of the crystal. The' atrangement of the mole-
cules in the crystal finally obtained clearly explains its pseudo orthorhombic 
nature. 
It is noteworthy that a few very feeble reflections have b"en observed in 
a highly over-exposed Wcissenberg photograph which are actually forbidden 
spectra for the space group C~hPr la and thus, in the strict sense of space 
group, anlhrat/uinone has to be classed unde! the bisphenoidal class with its 
space group as C~. But the contributi0n of these few exceedingly feeble 
reflections towards structure wonld be ..,0 infinitesimally negligible that it can 
lead to no deviation from the centro-symmetrical structure of the molecule. 
The space group C~ IIPT / a ha3 therdore, been a!>signed to the crystal. 
Molecular dimensions a/ld compa1ison ~vlth those of anthracene 
and benzoquino1,e 
The anthraquinone molecule has been found to be approximately planar. 
Though none of the three benzene rings in anthraquinone molecule is found 
to be perfectly regular hexagon. the two outer rings are very nearly regular with 
carbou to carbon distances varying between 1.38 X and 1.40 X. Thus each of 
these distances lies within the limits 1.39 X ± .01. Corresponding distances 
found in anthracene (Robertson, 1933) 1S I -41 A, while in resorcinol (Robertson, 
1936) it is 1.39 1. The valency angles observed in the outer riugs are beh\een 
U7° and 123°. It is, however, difficult to say whether this deviation from 
1200 for these angles is genuine or only du.: to experimental error. The 
outer ril1~S may, therefore, be considered to be regular plane hexagoD!>. within 
tbe limitll of experinlental error, like those of the Ql1thral'ellc molecule. The 
central ring ill, howe'll·et;.. defiuitely distortt:d like benzoquino~e m~lec.ule. 
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The "single" bond carbon to carbon distances in the ceutral ring of anthra. 
quinone molecule are found to be approximately 1.50 X which is iden'ticallY 
the same value as observed in benzoquinone. One strikitlg difference between 
the two structures is, however, noticed in the valency angles between the 
single bonds. In benzoquinone, the angle has the tetrahedral value of 
Jogot, while in anthraquinone it is fonnd to be Jl7". 'I'll(; angle between thl! 
bingle and double bonds was found to be 125" in bcnzoquinonc, but the 
double bond bcillg absent in anlh! .llluillOnc l1loicntle, the corresponding 
valency angle in anthraquinone 1l101ecuk occurs between a ~ingle and a 
conjugate bond as ill the case of hexamdhylb(!llzcnc (Lonsdalc, 1929, or 
dibenzyl (Robertson, 1934) where tllc:,,, angles are UIJproximateJy 1200 • As 
would be t:xpected in analogy witb I Le ll1ca~urelJWl1ts fOl hexamethylben7.elle 
and dibcnzyl, the valency angles bL'llVcell till· single and tlw conjugatcd bonds 
of the ccntral ring of (he 3nllm)I[UlllOl1l' 1l101eculc au; actually found to l~e 
1200 ·J22°. These angles thus being '-maller than cOllcspondiug value of 
125° observed in benzoquinont:, the vakncy angk bet\\ ceo the single bonds in 
anthraquillone must be proportionately gn:a kr than the lJenzofjuinone value 
of 109°,. This explains the observed value of IJ7° between the single honds 
found in anthraquinone. 
'The carbon to oxygen distance in anthraquinone is found to be 1.15 A 
which is almost the sam~ as that ohserved in bt:n7.oquinone, namely, I.r4 A. 
The band spectrum and intra-red ab&Ot ptioll specll UIll analyses of carbo II 
dioxide vapour give the carbon to oxy~ell distance a~ 1. r 5 A and 1.16 A, 
'respectively. In bem~oql1jnolle. the Carbon to oxygen distance could not bl' 
measured ciirectly because the carbon atom to which the oxygen is directly 
attached remained obscured in all the projection" and it also bl:catne diffic11lt 
to locate accurately tht: }Josition of th~ ('entte of tlw oxygen atom as it 
appeared slightly cJongated in the projection. In anthraquinone, howewr, 
both the carbOll and oxygen atoms are very weli rc!>olved in th.;! projection 
along the symmetry axis and centres of these atoms could be accurately 
located. Although a higher value of 1.25 X ha~ b(.!en found fOI the carbon 
to oxygen distance in urea (Wyckoff and Corey, 1934), the distance observ..:d 
ill anthraqui1lone supports the benzoquinolH: value and those observed in the 
case of carbon dioxide. Th(.! ketouic oxygen ill anthraquitJOue is also thl1~ 
seen to be rather similar to th~ oxygen in carbon dioxide. 
Chemical formula and the nature of the 'Valency bonds 
The alternative structmal formula of Ullthluql1illonc are given below :-
The outer rings being found to he reglliar hexagons instead of alternate 
.,illgle and double bond distances, the formula (1) for anthraquinone does 
nat correctly represent tbe moleCUle. Formula (a) based 011 the "centric" 
£or~ula With unlinked bonds fully supports the observed structure of ata.thra· 
, ~ipWe plOlecule. 
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The ,tabllityand characteristIc aroma,J properties of substances have 
been attributed to a resonance between tI different stable valance-bond 
structures which are termed 'canoUlcal' struct es of Pauling analogous to the 
resonance of benzene between two Kekule str tures 1Itz. 
For anthraquinone, th~ following four stable valence-bond structures can 
be formulated :-
o 
o 
o 
It will be seen that each of the bonds in the outer rings occurs 81 double 
bond in two of the above structures and as single bouds in the remaining two 
structures. That iSt each of these may be cOIlsidered to have 50% double 
bo(ad character and in accordance with Pauling's curve (t9lSh lsu.ch bond 
," S. N. Self 
corresponds to an interatomic distance of I.39 Jt The ohserved distatlce • 
agrees well with the above consideration. 
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